We have fire ...

... under control

www.accuro.at

Quality and expertise.
Fire protection is our business.

the environment. incipient fires must be detected and

has prided itself on this motto since it was founded in 1976.

brought under control or extinguished as quickly as possible.

consulting,

our unique market position today allows us to offer our

if this does not happen, a small flame can develop into a

planning,

customers the best solutions for the required applications -

raging fire in just a few minutes. only automatic, stationary

supplying,

whether if it is a sprinkler system for a warehouse in Vienna,

extinguishing systems can protect people, companies and

installation and

a gas extinguishing system for a power plant in the Andes,

the environment against unforeseeable damage - trained

maintenance

or a foam extinguishing system for an oil depot in the

personnel or fire fighters are not always on hand to intervene

of stationary fire extinguishing and fire alarm systems. We

sahara. Accuro can design and supply a suitable

in time. Automatic extinguishing systems detect and

have already shown that we can meet these various

extinguishing system to meet every requirement and guide-

suppress fires at an early stage.

demands a thousand times. Accuro understands how to

line. Accuro supplies what the customer needs - not what

unite the spirit, flexibility, quality and high level of specialist

we need to sell from our own production.

expertise of employees for the benefit of the customer.

stationary extinguishing systems protect people, assets and
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Accuro's expertise lies in:

specialist expertise coupled with commitment - Accuro

milestones.
1976 Founding oF tHe compAny Accuro // in the beginning, the company primarily specialised in the design of automatic
extinguishing systems and the trade of fire fighting and fire prevention products.

1990 restructuring tHe compAny Accuro // the increased integration of industrial specialists allowed Accuro to specialise in
the construction of automatic extinguishing systems in addition to their design.
1993 Founding oF Accuro germAny // this laid the foundations for the Vds construction approval. Following this, the company
then gained access to a significantly larger market and continued to grow in the following years.
1995 certiFicAtion According to iso 9001:2000 // this was necessary due to the strong growth of Accuro and the market
situation. the resulting opportunities to better and more efficiently structure the rapidly growing company, further enhanced the quality
of the business activities.
1996 Founding oF tHe First subsidiAry in eAstern europe // in this year and the following years, Accuro expanded to Hungary,
czech republic, bulgaria, russia, slowenia, slovakia, romania and croatia. Accuro was able to establish a firm position on the
market long before their accession to the eu.
2004 Founding oF Accuro sonderlöscHAnlAgen gmbH // An ever increasing area of operation within the fire protection industry
made the founding of this subsidiary company necessary. Accuro sonderlöschanlagen gmbH specialises in design, construction
and maintenance of gas extinguishing and fire alarm systems and is operative abroad in the construction of fire protection systems
in power plants, refineries and other industrial companies.

2007 Founding oF Accuro turkey // in order to further develop our market position, it became necessary to establish a subsidiary
company in this booming part of eurasia. Accuro was able to quickly establish itself on the turkish market and implement fire
protection projects for turkish and international companies.

2010 certiFicAtion According to bs - oHsAs 18001:2007 - sAFety mAnAgement system // A risk-free and safe working environment
is of utmost priority to Accuro. For this reason, the company has focused its efforts on establishing an advanced health, safety and
environmental protection management system which is aligned with customer requirements.
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A re A s o F u se:
timber-processing compAnies
industriAl compAnies
logistics centres
production HAlls
WAreHouses
underground cAr pArks
sHopping centres
exHibition HAlls
Hotels
HospitAls And cAre Homes

sprinkler extinguisHing systems

HigH-rise buildings
oFFices
Airports
And mAny more

the development of the first sprinkler system dates back to the middle of the last century. this technology has its seeds
from the American textile industry which often endured devastating fires due to the highly flammable material cotton.
through the installation of an open piping network which could be manually pressurised with water in the event of a
fire, lives and machinery could be protected effectively for the very first time.
over the years, a wide range of sprinkler systems were developed and successfully implemented in many different
areas. the english and german word "sprinkler" stood and still stands for a functional unit consisting of a nozzle, a
closed and a heat-dependent glass bulb. nowadays, sprinkler systems have of course become more
complex and efficient. since the founding of the company, Accuro has worked intensively in the area of sprinkler
technology and has designed and constructed countless systems in the past few decades.
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A r e A s o F use:
it systems And computer rooms

gAs extinguisHing systems

ArcHiVes
emergency cAll centres
FligHt nAVigAtion And control toWers
mobile pHone trAnsmitter stAtions
internet serVice proVider centres
teleVision, rAdio And control rooms
Art gAlleries And museums
medicAl FAcilities
lAborAtories
engine test FAcilities
emergency generAtors
bAttery compArtments, loW-VoltAge
cAble compArtments
And mAny more

A gas extinguishing system is a fire extinguishing system that extinguishes fire with the help of a gaseous extinguishing
agent either through oxygen displacement (reduction of oxygen content) or physical effects (heat extraction). gas
extinguishing systems are used when water, foam or powder extinguishing systems are not effective or if extinguishing
with the above-mentioned extinguishing agents could cause significant damage.
gas extinguishing systems are the "cleanest" extinguishing systems. A range of different extinguishing gases can be
used for the extinguishing system.
extinguishing gas types:
carbon dioxide - co2

Argon/nitrogen- ig55

HFc 227

Argon – ig01

inergen r (superscript) – ig541

HFc 23

Argon – ig100

HFc 125

novec™ 1230
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A re A s o F u se:
Hotels, HospitAls
ArcHiVes
WAreHouses
pAinting lines
gAs turbines And generAtors in poWer plAnts
test stAnds For engines (cAr mAnuFActuring industry)
Wind turbines
production mAcHines
engine compArtments And pAssenger mAcHines on sHips
cAble ducts

HigH-pressure WAter mist extinguisHing systems

tunnel systems
oil And gAs ApplicAtions
AutomAtic pArking systems
in tHe mArine And oFFsHore industry
And mAny more

Water mist systems are a new technology in the development of automatic extinguishing systems. in contrast to
conventional sprinkler systems, this system uses the extinguishing effect of very small droplets of water (water mist). the
water mist consists of extremely small droplets of water. the diameter of a droplet of water mist is approx. 50 µm. under
high pressure (> 35 bar), extinguishing water is compressed through the stainless steel pipes to the extinguishing nozzles.
Water mist is produced through the special design of the nozzles. the necessary pressure is generated through
high-pressure pumps or alternatively through pressurised gas cylinders (nitrogen).

the combination of an optimal droplet size and a dispersion of the droplets under high pressure, ensures a deep
penetration of the water mist into the fire source and a rapid cooling of the flue gases. in addition, flue gases are
cleaned from the air and this allows the fire brigade to enter the extinguishing area more quickly.
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A r e A s o F use:
reFineries And Fuel depots

WAter sprAy extinguisHing systems

timber-processing industry
rolling mills
poWer plAnt systems
FoAm storAge WAreHouses
AircrAFt HAngArs
trAnsFormers
generAtors
FurnAces
cAble ducts And conduits
WAste bunkers
FireWork And Ammunition FActories
stAges
And mAny more

Water spray extinguishing systems protect objects and rooms which are susceptible to fire outbreaks. Whilst sprinkler
systems selectively spread extinguishing water over the fire when necessary, water spray or water deluge systems can
be used to extensively spray, cool and therefore protect larger technical objects. Furthermore, the flue-gas cleaning
effect offers excellent personal protection in the event of a fire.

in principle, the system technology of water spray extinguishing systems corresponds to that of a sprinkler system (fixed
pipelines with nozzles, valve stations, release mechanisms and a water supply). However, a crucial difference can be
found in the fact that all extinguishing nozzles distributed over a protected area or object are always open and therefore
ensure a rapid and targeted water flow over the extinguishing area once the system has been activated. in the event
of a fire, individual system groups can be controlled automatically (electrically, pneumatically, hydraulically) or
activated by hand.
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A re A s o F u se:
cHemicAl industry
reFineries
poWer plAnts
WAste incinerAtion plAnts
logistics HAlls WitH A HigH percentAge oF plAstic
AircrAFt mAintenAnce HAlls
Helicopter AirFields
oFFsHore plAtForms And sHips
tyre WAreHouses
coAl silos

FoAm extinguisHing systems

pipeline pumping stAtions
minerAl oil tAnks including tHe collection contAiners
trAnsporting stAtions For minerAl oils
And mucH more

the technology contained in foam extinguishing systems is highly complex and can therefore rarely be summarised
in just a few words. As with all other extinguishing technologies, the application or fire load also determines the given
solution for foam extinguishing systems. A wide range of guidelines must be taken into consideration for the design
and layout of such systems. extinguishing foam is essentially a mixture of water, foaming agent and air. the mixture
ratio of these three substances is adapted depending on the application.
the extinguishing effect comes from the heat-resistant foam forming a solid blanket over the flammable materials.
this creates a cooling, shielding and suppressive effect depending on the type of foam. the foam isolates the flames
from the oxygen supply and suppresses the development of toxic flue gases. the chemical reaction for combustion
is therefore halted and the flame is extinguished. thanks to Accuro's strong commitment within the area of power
plant construction and oil production, a significant number of different models have been introduced onto the market.
Accuro exclusively uses components from renowned manufacturers with the necessary approval.
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pumping stAtions

d e s ig ns A cco r d in g to:
trVb
Vds
Fm globAl
nFpA
And mAny more

the pumping station is at the heart of every stationary extinguishing system. this is where the necessary pressure is
generated for the extinguishing water and downstream extinguishing areas and units. Accuro technicians design
and construct their sprinkler systems according to standard international regulations. Whether these are Vds, trVb,
Fm or nFpA regulations - Accuro is always the right partner for you.

upon request from the customer, we also offer pumping stations in container solutions. the main advantage for the
customer is that time-consuming assembly works on-site are no longer required. this solution is particularly worth
considering for our projects abroad.
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te c H no lo g y:
Fire AlArm systems
extinguisHing control pAnels
AspirAting smoke detectors
AlArm routing system
AlArm tecHnology
opticAl smoke detectors
HeAt detectors
multi-criteriA detectors
FlAme detectors
AspirAting smoke detectors

Fire detection And Fire AlArm systems

lineAr HeAt detectors
pusH-button AlArms
And mAny more

A fire alarm system is an alarm that receives signals from different fire alarms, assesses these and then triggers the
ppropriate action. A wide range of different technologies can be used to detect a fire.
Accuro is able to plan and construct a wide range of different brands including esser, kentec, notifire, mircom and
Hochiki. this versatility allows Accuro to plan in a highly flexible manner and work according to customer requirements.
in addition to selecting the right type of detector (smoke, temperature, fire alarm, etc.), the correct engineering
method is also extremely important. A high-quality detector that has been installed in the wrong place, will not achieve
the desired effect.

Accuro offers highly qualified and experienced technicians to correctly position the detectors. Accuro therefore
ensures that all areas and applications are covered.
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beFo re

AFt e r

beFo re

AFt e r

repAir And modernisAtion

beFo re

AFt e r

many fire protection systems were built decades ago according to the valid international guidelines at that time.
However, they were never, or only poorly maintained. different modernisations were largely carried out half-heartedly
and insufficiently. this was not only the situation in developing and emerging countries, but also affected many systems
in Western industrialised countries.

beFo re

AFt e r

many companies (oil producers, power plants, steel works, etc.) were exposing themselves to huge fire risks due to
poor risk management. unfortunately, the danger that this posed to humans, the environment and the existence of
the company was very often underestimated. Accuro therefore specialises in bringing outdated systems up to
standard. the necessary costs involved can often only be calculated after an in-depth functional test. depending
on the condition of the systems, parts have to be repaired or replaced. this does not only present a logistical
challenge, but also requires a high level of specialist knowledge and expertise.
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te c H no lo g y:
cAst iron underground pipes
polyetHylene underground pipes (pe, peHd)
gAlVAnised or pAinted supply pipes
stAinless steel supply pipes
internAl HydrAnts

extinguisHing WAter supply And Fire HydrAnts

externAl HydrAnts
suction points
dry risers

despite the increasingly modern extinguishing agents and technologies available, water remains the most commonly
used agent to extinguish fire. Water is also suitable for fighting incipient and large-scale fires. one condition for both
cases is, of course, a sufficient extinguishing water supply. supply pipes are primarily made from steel, cast iron or
polyethylene (pe, peHd).

Accuro uses the most suitable material depending on the application and area. in addition to cast iron pipes,
Accuro also specialises in using Fm-tested underground polyethylene pipes (pe, peHd). polyethylene is distinguished
by durability and a high resistance to environmental influences.
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A r e A s o F use:
WAste incinerAtion & speciAl WAste disposAl plAnts

speciAl extinguisHing systems

coAl And cHemicAl plAnts
trAnsFer stAtions For gAs And oil
boiler plAnts And Fuel depots
compressor And pumping stAtions
oil depot
mills And HydrAulic systems
All kinds oF VeHicles
Helicopter AirFields
oFFsHore solutions
oil bAtHs
HArdening plAnts
industriAl deep FAt Fryers
And mAny more

depending on fire risks and the possible fire loads, special fire fighting solutions can also be taken into consideration.
Accuro has a suitable solution for almost every area and application, be it automatic or manual extinguishing
systems. Whether it is powder, foam, gas or any other special extinguishing media, Accuro is the right choice.

technology:
powder extinguishing systems

kitchen and deep fat fryer protection

monitor extinguishing systems

spark extinguishing systems

Vehicle extinguishing systems

and many more
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reliability and expertise.
Fire protection is our business.

even the best extinguishing system proves ineffective if used incorrectly and either causes

safety management system according to bs oHsAs 18001:2007

more damage than good or does not, or only inadequately, reduces the risk of fire.

Accuro is constantly focusing on bringing its advanced safety, health and environmental

Accuro therefore places a particular focus on the expectations of its customers and

management system in line with the requirements of the customer. A risk-free and safe

thus complies with the following guidelines.

working environment is our utmost priority and must be an objective to our employees.
Accuro commits to fulfilling and complying with the relevant legal, official and

Quality management system according to en iso 9001:2008
the fulfilment of quality that is both expected from customers and laid down in the legal
guidelines of Accuro, is primarily guaranteed through a quality management system
according to the international standard en iso 9001: 2008 and legal guidelines.
With the implementation of the standard, the management board of Accuro is therefore
complying with their organisational and supervisory duty which in turn emphasises their
awareness of quality.
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customer-related requirements.

satisfied customers are our success.
excerpt oF our reFerences.

Abb mannheim, Abb Wien, Adolf darbo Ag, Ae&e power plant gmbH, Agrana tulln, Alpine

maximarkt, mcdonald´s , mce Anlagenbau,

mercedes benz, metro group, metz

bau, AmAdA Austria, Andritz, Atomic, AVe entsorgung, Axima, baumax, bawag, baxter,

Anlagentechnik, miele, millennium city + tower, mondi, mozarteum salzburg, m-preis

bechtel, bezirkskrankenhaus st. Johann, binderholz, bosch, bp gas Austria, brigl &

Warenvertriebs gmbH, m-real Hallein Ag, musiktheater linz, nemak linz, neumann Alu

bergmeister – papierfabrik, brodinger it - sicherheitstechnik, marriott Hotels, csc Austria,

strangpresswerk, new yorker, knapp kg, nexis Fibers Ag, nordsee Wien, öbb, ortner,

cWt Austria, dachser, dana, danieli - italia, dHl, dm drogerie markt, donauchemie,

österreichische novopan,

dräxlmeier, egger - Holzindustries, eglo-leuchten, elin, ennskraft, eren energy - turkey,

pflegezentrum grazerfeld, pinzgau milch, plus city, porr, Quelle, radlberger getränke,

ernst & young, erste bank, eurofoam, europark shopping centers, Jabil, mce, ortner,

rauch Fruchtsäfte, reAl bratislava, rewe group Austria, rhomberg bau gmbH, richard

Felder kg, Ferag Zeitungsverlag, Ferasa libya, Fernwärme linz, Fernwärme Wien, Fiel-

schöps & co Ag, riedel gmbH, robert bosch Ag, rodAmco cZ, rondo ganahl Ag,

mann Ag, Funder industries, Fundermax Holzindustrie, gasteiner Felsenbad, gebro

salomon Austria, salzburg Ag, sandoz, sappi Austria, shell Austria Ag, siba gmbH,

pharma, gebrüder Weiss, gFA, gföllner Fahrzeug- und containertechnik, greiner -

siconnex customized solutions, siemens Austria, siemens - VAi, smit transformatoren,

kunststofftechnik, Habau, Hagebaumarkt, Head sport Ag, Herba chemosan Apotheker

spar österreich,sprecher Automation gmbH, stadtwerke Hall i. tirol, stadtwerke brixen,

– Ag, Herz energietechnik, Hofer kg, Holzindustrie stallinger, Honeywell, Hyosung istanbul

stallinger swiss timber Ag, stavby morava s.r.o, steyr-daimler-puch, steinbacher, stora

textile, Hypo, ibm österreich, iet energy, ikeA, interspar, mAn diesel, media markt, iprona

enso, stora enso timber, strabag, stumpf Ag, swietelsky, team 7, tetra pak, theurl

Ag, iron mountain Austria, iZd office center, Jack Wolfskin stores, Johann pengg Ag,

Holzindustrie, tilak, t-mobile, tommy Hilfiger, tyrolit kg, umdasch Ag, unger stahlbau,

kaindl-Holzindustrie, kaufmann Holz, kelly gmbH, kimia Ara - iran, knapp, kraftanlagen

upc telekabel - Austria, VA tech Hydro, Vaillant, VAos-libya, Vorarlberger illwerke, W&p

münchen, krankenhaus barmherzige brüder, ktm sportmotorcycle Ag, künzli Holz Ag,

Zementwerk, WAku,Wien energie, Wien mitte immobilien, Würth, Wüstenrot, xxxlutz,

lenzing Ag, liebherr, lidl, linz Ag, lisco lybia, saturn, magna steyr Fahrzeugtechnik,

Zimmermann ganahl Ag, Zipp bratislava, and much more...

pengg Austria, pfeifer Holzindustrie, pfanner getränke,
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We have fire ...

Accuro brandschutzanlagen gmbH
Accuro sonderlöschanlagen gmbH
Accuro Austria

Accuro germany

Accuro switzerland

Accuro Hungary

Accuro croatia

Accuro tunesia

Accuro slovakia

Accuro bulgaria

Accuro turkey

Accuro czech republic

Accuro romania

Accuro iraq

Accuro slovenia

Accuro russia

Accuro libya

matthäus-much-str. 7
5310 mondsee, Austria
tel.: +43 6232 5055-0
Fax: +43 6232 5055-22
office@accuro.at

... under control
11/2011

www.accuro.at

